FIBER-TO-THE-HOME
Primer

Tier 3 operators in the U.S. are already heavily invested
in FTTH networks and will continue to expand their fiber
availability until they reach their entire subscriber base.
Infonetics Research, 2014

INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH)
access has been viewed as the penultimate goal for broadband communications. Fiber optics provides virtually
limitless bandwidth capacity as communications flow in
wavelengths of light gliding effortlessly over glass in a
noise-free environment. The major hurdle for FTTH
deployment has been economics. This includes both the
cost of plowing fiber deep in the network all the way to the
subscriber residence and the cost of the device installed at
the customer premises that terminates the fiber to deliver
voice and broadband data services. Both have been a challenge on a cost-per-subscriber basis. Due to these challenging economics, FTTH deployments have been somewhat
limited to new neighborhoods (Greenfield) or areas which
have extensive aerial plant (facilities are carried above
ground over telephone poles). For example, Verizon’s Fiber
Optic Service (FiOS) FTTH deployment was largely made
possible due to the large percentage of existing aerial plant
and the executive management commitment of $19 billion
to deploy FTTH where the cost burden could be overcome.
While FTTH economics continue to be a challenge,
FTTH deployments are on a significant upswing as the
result of new and exciting applications that are significantly
driving the need for more bandwidth capacity, such as
Over-The-Top (OTT) video (e.g. Netflix), video conferencing (e.g. Skype and FaceTime), cloud-based services and
high-definition images and video sharing (e.g. Flicker,
Facebook and YouTube). In addition, several U.S.-based
Gigabit services delivery initiatives have been launched in
recent years, (Gigabit University, Gigabit communities and
Google Fiber) that have provided a catalyst for additional
FTTH investment.

Nations around the world have identified broadband
deployment as a national priority. The FCC’s National
Broadband Plan set a target to deploy 100 Mbps to 100
million homes by 2020. There have been numerous federal
subsidies for the rural deployment of FTTH, such as the
$7.2 billion broadband stimulus program, Rural Utilities
Service (RUS) funding to high-cost areas and the transition
of the $7 billion per year Universal Service Fund (USF) to
the Connect American Fund (CAF) funding broadband
deployment.

“FTTH for greenfield deployment
would be a no-brainer; the cost
for overlays would be as variable
as possible; and the deep fiber
would lower the telcos’ outside
plant lifecycle cost.”
Mark Wegleitner – Verizon Chief Technology Officer, 2003

In addition, service providers face significant competitive
threats from Cable MSOs who are rolling out 300 Mbps
DOCSIS 3.1 service and wireless service providers who
are rolling out high-bandwidth 4G Long-Term Evolution
Advanced (LTE-A) services. To complete the perfect storm,
the explosion of broadband wireless devices is driving the
need for massive amounts of fiber backhaul bandwidth
capacity to cell towers and Wi-Fi® networks. In short, the
need for capacity, national objectives, competitive response,
federal funding and exciting applications are all fueling the
growth of FTTH networks.
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Over time, optical access architectures have developed along
several parallel evolutionary paths. In a similar vein as the
“PC versus MAC” battle for supremacy in computing, there
continues to be champions on at least two sides of the FTTH
camp that continue to wage war for the preferred network
architecture. In the absence of a clear winner for FTTH
networks, service providers now choose among several options
or even mix and match different architectures as needed. The
selection of FTTH networks now revolves around two primary
paths—Passive Optical Network (PON) and Active Optical
Network (AON).

Passive Optical Network (PON) Fig.1

Networks are classified as “passive” if they have no powered
electrical devices between an optical laser source and an end
point. The processing of all light beams (called wavelengths) is
accomplished with truly passive devices such as mirrors, prisms
and optic cables that do not require power.
PON leverages the fiber from the Central Office (CO) by
splitting the fiber for up to 128 subscribers. However, the most
common applications require 16 or 32 splits.
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There are a multitude of new fiber-optic technologies being
developed to meet the need for higher bandwidth, simplified
operation and better utilization of fiber optics. For example,
the DOCSIS Provisioning over EPON (DPoE) and the Radio
Frequency over Glass (RFoG) standards are aimed at cable
providers who want to use their existing DOCSIS schemes in
an all-fiber network. RFoG also permits the use of existing
cable devices at the head-end and user premises.
PON technologies continue to evolve at a rapid pace. In the
early 2000s, ATM-based Broadband PON (BPON) was deployed
and delivered 600 Mbps that was split among up to 32 users.
This resulted in bandwidth of up to nearly 20 Mbps to each
user. Today, an Ethernet-based Gigabit PON (GPON) is being
deployed that delivers 2.5 Gbps split among up to 64 users. New
next-generation PON standards are currently underway that
include XGPON1 (10 Gbps downstream/2.5 Gbps upstream)
and (4 to 16x more bandwidth), both supporting up to 256
subscribers per PON (split). In 2014 through 2016 PON
standards have included using Time and Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (TWDM-PON) technology for NG-PON2
allowing the additional support for 10 x 10 Gbps point to point
services. Additionally to support lower cost fixed wavelength
services 10 Gbps Symmetric (XGS-PON) standard was developed, driven in large part by ADTRAN. XGS-PON (10 Gbps
downstream/10 Gbps upstream), which can fully co-exist with
NG-PON2, has essentially obsoleted the earlier asymmetric

XGPON1 standard. These two latest PON developments now
allow next generation 10 Gbps capable broadband to offer not
only the reliability and flexibility needed for premium business
and backhaul services but also deliver on the price points and
scale needed for mass market residential applications. It’s due
to these compelling expanded capabilities and ever improving
cost points that will allow NG-PON2 and XGS-PON to become
the predominantly deployed FTTH solution in 2017 and
beyond — taking the place GPON and EPON has held for the
last several years.

COMPONENTS OF
AN FTTH NETWORK
Optical Line Terminal (OLT)

The OLT puts the optical ‘light’ pulses on the fiber. It is typically
located in telephone exchanges and other network central
offices within Multi-service Access Nodes (MSAN) equipment.
For ADTRAN®, both the hiX 5600 and the Total Access® 5000
MSAN Series house OLT modules with four or eight PON ports
each. To meet the demand of gigabit services the bandwidth
supported by each OLT must have a non-blocking path from
the PON through the aggregation system (MSAN and middle
mile). The density of PON ports and the number of subscribers
supported per PON can allow over 10,000 subscribers to be
served from a single MSAN platform.

Optical Network Terminal (ONT)
Active Optical Network (AON) Fig.1
(more commonly called Active Ethernet)

The term “active” means that these networks have electrical
devices—generally Ethernet based endpoints with direct connection to the subscriber. The “active electronics” are usually
located in COs. Many telephone companies also deploy active
devices in the Remote Terminal (RT) because of constrained
fiber between the RT and the CO. The industry more commonly refers to active optical networks as Active Ethernet (AE).
In AE networks, each subscriber is provided a dedicated fiber
that extends from the origination point in the network CO to
the termination point at the user’s home or business.

ITU-T PON Standard Evolution
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PON and Active Ethernet Considerations

PON or AE networks can be established separately, or may be
combined into a hybrid network. Since PON only requires
power at the beginning and end connections there is a distinct
advantage for the technology when sources of power are expensive or limited. AE networks take more power in the CO, but
they are simpler to operate. As a benchmark, AE electronics are
typically more cost-effective when they are deployed to serving
areas of eight to 10 homes. Above eight homes, PON electronics
are more cost effective on a cost-per-subscriber basis.

(10 Gbps)

In FTTH deployments, every subscriber’s home has a providerowned device that terminates the fiber optics from the OLT
and converts the optical signals to electric signals enabling
the in-home network to deliver telephone, Internet and video
services. Customer-owned devices, such as computers, usually
expect Ethernet, a standard networking technology. The service
provider-owned device is called an ONT. In the United States,
ONTs have typically been placed in cigar box-sized enclosures
on the outside walls of houses or apartments. But a transition has been seen in the market to using less complex indoor
ONTs, some of which are smaller than a deck of cards. ONTs
are designed with varied quantities and multiple types of interfaces to deliver a host of voice, data and video services.

BPON

(0.6 Gbps)

1998

Time

2016

NG-PON2 and XGS-PON to become the predominatly deployed
FTTH solution in 2017 and beyond.
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TYPES OF ONTS

Factors

Fig.2

TYPES OF ONTS

The exact configuration of the GPON or Active Ethernet
ONT located at the subscriber location is determined by
three key factors. First, the type of premises determines
the packaging—indoor desktop, wall mount, outdoor,
the locations wiring configuration and the number of
subscribers served per location. Next the service type—
voice, Internet and video, and the service bandwidth level
required for each at the customer site determine attributes
of the ONT. Lastly, the level of integration the ONT has
with other networking devices typically offered by the
service provider will impact the overall ONT design.

ONT Packaging—Houses,
Businesses, Apartments

The type of premises or dwelling to be served greatly
affects the construction of an ONT. A Single Family Unit
(SFU) in the U.S. historically has the ONT installed on
the outside wall of the home for ease of installation and
maintenance. It needs only very short connections from
the ONT to the customer’s devices—telephones and the
Residential Gateway (RG) where Internet and TV are
distributed through the home. There are typically no
more than two phone lines. Small Business Unit (SBU)
ONTs require a greater number of phone lines, multiple
data connections and may be built to sit on a desktop. A
MDU is a particularly challenging location. A MDU, such
as an apartment building, requires many dedicated voice,
data and video connections. The distance from where
the ONT is housed can be further than typical interface
cabling can span requiring special connections on the
ONT such as VDSL2.

ONT Services—Voice, Internet and Video

Video service delivery options can vary, thus affecting
ONT design. There is the more traditional coax cable
video connection which uses Radio Frequency (RF) to
deliver video signals. Cable companies like Comcast have
used this method for years. If a service provider wishes
to migrate from cable or FTTH, they need a method to
deliver both Cable TV (CATV) and optical signals to the
home over optical fiber (RFoG). Greenfield opportunities
use an Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) video solution.
This media delivery method is meant to travel over nextgeneration IP access like FTTH. One example of IPTV
service is CenturyLink PRISMTM TV. Voice services can

be either traditional phone line or Voice over IP (VoIP).
The data or Internet connection may suffice having the
more inexpensive 10 or 100 Mbps connection, while other
customers like a data center may demand a larger 1000
Mbps (Gigabit) optical Ethernet connection. Businesses
may need Ethernet or older T1/E1 connections for their
legacy networking interfaces (e.g. fax machine).
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ONT Integration—Wi-Fi, Residential
Gateway

Multiple OLT modules

As discussed earlier, ONTs connect to the customer’s
devices—telephones and the RG where Internet and
vTV are distributed through the home. Home distribution
may be via home phone wiring, Ethernet CAT5 cabling
or Wi-Fi. As a result, ONTs have become more integrated,
similar to the transition of Digital subscriber Line (DSL)
modems (customer end points) a decade ago. ONTs can
now include Wi-Fi and complete RG functionality, giving
the traditional DSL modem vendor a competitive edge in
the ONT race.
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Micro ONT for Universal SFU,
SBU and MDU Applications

In the quest to lower the cost per subscriber, FTTH operators have begun to migrate from outdoor to indoor ONTs.
This transition has also been spurred on with reduced
requests for sub Gigabit options—HPNA, MoCA 1.1 and
the desire to reduce the comparatively larger power and
battery backup of outdoor units. Extending the indoor
ONT value proposition have been new micro ONTs. These
ONTs offer a wealth of advantages. Among these is the
ability to be left at the residence. This makes them ideal for
MDU applications and eliminates the need for truck rolls
to retrieve the ONT when tenants change. It also enables
instant activation for the next resident. Flexibility is
another key attribute. These ONTs simplify and streamline
installation procedures, improve security and prevent
vandalism by being indoor. A third major benefit is that
they are independent of the wireless router. This increases
the life of the ONT, thus improving Return on Investmnet
(ROI) because the ONT does not have to be replaced as
wireless standards evolve. It also eliminates the cost of a
truck roll to upgrade service and most importantly, they
improve customer satisfaction.

There are 3 main factors that
determine the consruction of an ONT:
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SUPPORTING ONT
INTEROPERABILITY
Over the last several years, FTTH standards bodies like the
Broadband Forum have been working on certification testing
to allow the validation of interoperability between OLT and
ONTs from different vendors. As more and more consumer
electronic, commodity-market focused vendors enter the
market, there is an opportunity to provide the industry higher
value through the open market. These focused ONT vendors
bring the promise of more value to the ONT by delivering more
features at a lower price.

IMPORTANT ONT
ATTRIBUTES
There are three main important ONT
attributes to consider. They are as follows:
ONT Cost

• Most important consideration for mass markets
(e.g. residential)
• 70 - 90 percent of overall FTTH electronics are
attributed to the ONTs
• The last 100 - 200 meters of fiber access to and
throughout a building can be attributed to
70 percent of the cost per subscriber connected

Breadth of ONT Portfolio

• Includes residential and business ONTs
• Includes Single Family (SFU) and
Multi-Dwelling Units (MDU)
• Includes specialty or emerging ONTs
(e.g. micro ONTs, Gigabit rate capable )

Operational Simplicity
• Service turn-up

• End-to-end management
(e.g. Service Level Agreement (SLA) assurance)
• Troubleshooting capabilities
• Inclusive of in-home management for
integrated (RG) versions

MARKET LANDSCAPE

Initial deployments of FTTH in North America started
around 2002. Early deployments leveraged BPON technology and were generally part of either a utility or municipality
initiative. There were pockets of interest among telephone
service providers, but these were generally limited to small Tier
3 Independent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs).
The communications equipment makers of FTTH gear in
the early days were startup companies like Optical Solutions,
Occam (both acquired by Calix), Wave7 Optics (acquired
by Enablence), Quantum Bridge (acquired by Motorola),
Entrisphere (acquired by Ericsson) and AFC (acquired by
Tellabs). Consolidation in the FTTH equipment industry
continued throughout the decade. The most notable recent
FTTH acquisitions were announced in 2010 when Calix
acquired Occam Networks and in 2012 acquired Ericsson’s
FTTH platform.
The first large-scale FTTH deployments using BPON were
announced by Verizon. Verizon launched its FTTH project in
Texas in 2004 called Fiber Optic Service (FiOS) and passed
about three million homes and businesses by the end of 2005.
Product selection of the BPON FTTH gear was split between
two suppliers—Tellabs/AFC and Motorola. In 2006, Verizon
changed its FTTH technology from BPON to GPON and
brought in a third FTTH supplier—Alcatel-Lucent. Outside of
North America, Chinese vendor Huawei has developed a wide
portfolio of FTTH products with strong sales.

ADTRAN has gained significant momentum winning more
net new FTTH customers than the competition. ADTRAN
introduced FTTH to the market coincident with the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 commonly
referred to as the Broadband Stimulus Act. This legislation
set aside $7.2 billion to fund broadband stimulus projects
throughout the US. The technology of choice for last-mile
projects is FTTH. So, in addition to the existing FTTH demand,
the stimulus act prompted a significant number of new FTTH
projects throughout 2012. Many FTTH equipment providers in
North America were part of mergers and acquisitions throughout 2010. This led many service providers to reevaluate their
previous FTTH equipment awards. ADTRAN has gained market share very quickly as a result of good product designs that
fit the market demand at the right time. As of August, 2016,
ADTRAN has become a supplier to over 250 FTTH service
providers; which have enabled over 350 Gigabit communities.
The ADTRAN Total Access 5000, as the predominant Gigabit
services architecture platform, with 50 000 units shipped.
Also with the recent addition of NG-PON2, it now supprts an
unprecendented 8 different fiber services.

Broadband Forum
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ADTRAN FTTH SOLUTION
MOMENTUM

TR-101 (2006): Architecture requirements for
Ethernet-based aggregation/access networks
for triple-play applications.
TR-156 (2008): Application of TR-101 to PON,
where PON acts as an access node.
TR-167 (2010): Application of TR-101 to a PONfed access node.
TR-247 (2011): Test plan for GPON ONU
conformance.
TR-255 (2013): GPON Interoperability test plan.
BBF.247 (2012): BBF certification program for
ONU conformance, using TR-247 as the test
plan.
WT-358 (2016 in progress): SDN in Access
Network (SDAN) nodes
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Acronym
AE
AON
ARRA

Broadband Forum

BPON

Broadband Passive Optical Networks

CATV

Community Access or Cable Television

DSL

We believe in the transformative power of Gigabit broadband
having enabled hundreds of Gigabit communities. Gigabit broadband is transforming the way we live, work and play. It transforms
communities, rebuilds urban centers, revitalizes schools, stimulates
economic growth and delivers innovative residential and business
services. We focus on developing long-term, deep relationships
with our customers that allow us to intimately understand their
challenges and their networks. Working together, we create breakthrough solutions that address our customers’ needs today and for
decades into the future.

Central Office
Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification
Digital Subscriber Line
Ethernet Passive Optical Network

FiOS

Fiber Optic Services

FTTH

Fiber to the Home

GPON

Gigabit Passive Optical Network

HPNA

Home Phoneline Networking Alliance

ILEC

Independent Local Exchange Carrier

IPTV

Internet Protocol Television

ITU

International Telecommunications Union

LTE-A

Long Term Evolution - Advancced

Mbps

Megabits Per Second

MDU

Multi-Dwelling Unit

MSAN

Multi-Service Access Node

MoCA

Multimedia over Coax Alliance

NG-PON2

Next Generation PON (4 to 16 wavelengths)

NFV

Network Function Virtualization

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

OLT

Optical Line Terminal

ONT

Optical Network Terminal

OTT

Over the Top

PON

Passive Optical Networking

RF
RFoG

Radio Frequency
Radio Frequency over Glass

RG

Residential Gateway

ROI

Return on Investment

RT

Remote Terminal

RUS

Rural Utilities Service

SBU

Small Business Unit

SDN

Software Defined Network

SFU

Single Family Unit

SLA

Service Level Agreement

TWDM
USF
VDSL2
VoIP
WDM
WDM PON
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American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
Asyschronous Transfer Mode

EPON

Network operators must balance their service velocity with
the cost of theri network traffic growth driven by both consumer
demand and Over-the-Top service models. Next-generation
broadband architectures enables service providers to expand their
addressable market by supporting the massive scale of converged
Gigabit services being delivered from the cloud edge to the subscriber edge. The future broadband network will be rooted in SDN
and NFV, being more open, programmable and scalable than ever
before. Next-generation open architectures support the desired
rapid creation of new user-enabled services while also drastically
lowering the total cost per bit delivered.

Active Optical Network

BBF

CO

The growth of the Internet, the rise of cloud services, new
exciting applications, Over-The-Top (OTT) video and the
explosion of broadband mobile devices are just a few of the
drivers for network providers around the world to continue
to seek solutions to deliver significantly more broadband
infrastructure capacity. National priorities, stimulus programs
and federal assistance, along with private investment will continue
to make broadband one of the largest CapEx investment focus
areas over the next decade.

Active (or Point to Point) Ethernet

ATM

DOCSIS

SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS

Description

Time and Wavelength Division Multiplexing
Universal Service Fund
Very-high-bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line 2
Voice over Internet Protocol
Wavelength Division Multiplexing
Wavelength Division Multiplexing Passive Optical network

XGPON 1

10 Gigabit Passive Optical Network

XGS-PON

10 Gigabit (XG) Symmetric (S) Fixed Wavelength PON
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